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Refreshing water features

An outdoor shower expands the ABL Sursum 13 complete supply system

With the ABL-Sursum 13 caravan installation program, FAWO presents a top class all-

rounder. The program is now supplemented by an outdoor shower with a hot/cold mixer

and an on-off switch for the pump. Here, a standard hose with a shower head can be

connected so that nothing will get in the way of refreshing water enjoyment.

Always focusing on the individual needs of the mobile clientele, the vehicle system supplier

FAWO offers a complete range of elegant supply elements for the exterior area of caravans and

motorhomes. The focus is on visually uniform, modern design as well as identical sizes and

installation dimensions.

With the ABL-Sursum 13 caravan installation program, FAWO presents a top class all-rounder.

The program is now supplemented by an outdoor shower with a hot/cold mixer and an on-off

switch for the pump. Here, a standard hose with a shower head can be connected so that

nothing will get in the way of refreshing water enjoyment.

The complete supply system already scores highly in its basic version with important elements:

The power plug (CEE17), a multi-functional socket including 12V, SAT, antenna and Schuko

socket, a water filler nozzle, the city water connection with integrated pressure reducer tested for

potable water, a diesel filler neck and a gas connection socket, which allows the connection of

external gas appliances.

All supply elements are characterised by their low overall installation height, secure and

temperature independent latching, identical installation dimensions for easier conversion, an

easily exchangeable UV-resistant cover with a metal axis.

The cover is alternatively also available with magnetic closure instead of latching.

Sophisticated technology of the highest quality and robust workmanship ensure a long service

life. In addition, customer specific equipment and colour options are easily available.
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Always focusing on the individual needs of the mobile clientele, the vehicle system supplier

FAWO offers a complete range of elegant supply elements for the exterior area of caravans and

motorhomes. With the ABL-Sursum 13 caravan installation program, FAWO presents a top class

all-rounder.
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FAWO supplies technical built-in and add-on parts for caravans, motorhomes, buses, sales

vehicles, passenger trains, boats and yachts worldwide. FAWO's portfolio of more than 6,000

stock items includes innovative in-house developments as well as the product range of over 250

international suppliers for whom FAWO acts as a system supplier and sales partner. For end

customers, FAWO caravan components are available exclusively through specialised dealers.
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an all-rounder in a class of its own. The programme is now complemented
by an outdoor shower with hot/cold mixer and an on/off switch for the pump.
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